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Penis Pumps
Thinking that an extra inch or two will give you the confidence to go out there and get
yourself some premium pussy? We hear you. The penis pumps we stock here are top of the
line and do their bit to ensure you’re getting the most out of your member. Some also happen
to double as male masturbators, which is a two-in-one advantage destined to keep you happy
while you gain the length you’ve always wanted. Let’s face the facts: 40% of women say that
size matters and 60% lie.
Anal Toys
It should come as no surprise that over the last few years, more and more demand has been
made for male-focused anal products. Not only has the liberation of gay culture helped this,
but day by day, men who identify as being heterosexual are starting to realize just how
enjoyable their behinds can be. We hope that the products we stock here for male anal
stimulation are suitable to your requirements and above all else, helpful in your quest to find
pleasure from the backstreets. Believe us when we say that once you go down the road of
using anal toys, you’ll never want to stop!
Stag Night
We know what it means to tie the knot, which is why we’ve procured a wonderful selection
of products for men to employ during a stag night. Arguably more important and enjoyable
than the marriage itself, men have always jumped at the opportunity to go on a guy’s night
out where they are free from the clutches of their ladies to do as they please. Take a look at
our range and be sure to pick something that is really going to turn your stag night into a wild
evening full of bonding boys, big boobs and beer.
Glass Dildos
Often regarded as being the ‘jack of all trades’ material for dildos, glass has made a big
impression in the last few years where female sex toys are concerned. They come with a
bunch of benefits including easy lubrication with saliva, long-term durability, pleasant
internal sensations, above-average malleability and finally, compatibility with practically
every lubricant out there. Glass is also incredibly responsive to heat, meaning your dildo is
capable of being ice cold for summer or super warm for winter. Oh, and if that wasn’t
enough: they also happen to double as very sexy artwork!

